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Movement 1

INTROD U C T ION
Every generation had and has its hopes, dreams and utopian longings manifested in mediatized visions,
promising transformations of the latter into the concrete world, into every day scenarios, the perception
of the new, the better, the solution of many pertinent defects, as being at hand, but yet around the
corner - if only we all believe, act as one, mass of individuals, consuming the right information and
concepts, becoming the shareholder of yet another new media manifesto.

Not too long ago, people were fixed to clear roles within the framework of society - consumers, voters,
employees, employers, tourists etc.. Today, however, they are entangled in loose networks that are
neither hierarchic nor linear. A fundamental momentum within this dissolution is a drift. What was
once a clearly defined state, territory, economic institution, architecture, or structuring aid, like an
every day conception of time or historical narrative, began to be swayed years ago, and underwent
an unstoppable and irresistible morphology. The drift is reciprocal to this morphology causing an
acceleration of the production of further mediatized visions already before their fulfilment or realisation.
Before we can realize the benefit or failure of our common endeavours we are entangled with a further
promised solution of an even more important and urging trend to make our lives easier, better, more
complete. What once was static and therefore considered as being potentially origin, is now in flux, the
drift is the most natural status quo. The only hindering moment is the concept of the individual.

FOR FRAMES wants to research these morphologies as a paradigm of our contemporary situation in
mediatized everyday life and make it tangible within a site-specific performative situation.
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Movement 1

T HE CI N E M A
After the founding of the Student Centre the
first established cultural activity were cinema
projections in a redone and at the time rented
pavilion of the Zagreb Fair. SC Cinema, already
known by that name, began its regular activity in
1959. During this long history there have been
uncountable films and film premiers, films which
were on the program the longest (Sound of
Music - 100 days!), the most visited and the best
remembered matinees (first interactive cinema
- guitars, cheering, commentaries and the like,
active contributions to a film), first guitar fests,
Zagreb Festival (today Zagrebfest), rock concerts
for anthologies, discussions - student political and
other gatherings.
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SC CINEMA
THE HISTORY
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Movement 1

T HE CI N E M A

SC CINEMA
THE NOW

Today the SC Cinema puts effort in revitalizing concert activities through programs such as dance
events, counseling, seminars, fashion shows, exhibitions, some world rock attractions and the like. But
most of the time – it is unused, empty, causing maintaining costs of ca. 1000 EUR per day. Considering
the size of the building, numbers of seats and all kinds of technical equipment, one has to presume that
the efforts for building such a ‘giant’ where carried by the deepest believe in a long and prosperous
future of cinema as a mediatized space of highest social, economical and cultural value.
Today the artefact lies like a stranded whale with no connection to its former habitat, lost, a vague
remembrance of its former glory, barely outlining the contour of its original greatness and glance. In
the present it is symbolizing an obsolete utopia, a temple abandoned by its former prophets, left behind
and ignored by the mass of its former believers. So obvious and intended the deep factory-like influence
of cinematic scenarios, concepts, effects and aesthetics on every day life might have been so clear is the
status quo of the mediatized morphology. Devoid of its former seductions and attractive forces the final
result is: a void.

But entering the space we not only experience the overlapping past in the present we can also sense
the ever reappearing concept of mediatized future prophecies, caged or trapped within a former palace
of future knowledge. Within here the now is the then, the to be and the future loss.
Not being in use as a cinema anymore, as a performance space it could become a temporary machine
for the production of aesthetic knowledge and a time machine for travelling back and forth the drift,
stream of nervous morphologies inscribed and infused in postmodern society at the same time.
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MOVEMENT 1

BEEN SE AT E D

MOVEMENT 1:
INSTALLATION WITH VACANT MEANS.

In a series of photo sessions every seat (ca. 900) will be photographed exactly in the same distance,
frame and angle.

The whole lobby of the cinema will be wallpapered with photocopies of the seats, arranged in patterns
of four, so that the entrance space becomes an installation space with outlines covered completely with
almost familiar, simple structures, too vague to be immediately recognized and too complex in sum to
be understood with one glance.

The eye shall be overcharged with the sheer number of abstracted seats as forms that had been installed
years ago, and became symbolic for the utopia of so called ‘new media’ within the last 100 years:
One day in the past people where convinced that they are part of a futuristic dream becoming true as
long as they invest in concepts that have not been understood by many (if a few) yet but are strong
motivators for economics, arts and sciences.

The fact that the eye cannot cope with the number, hence the senses cannot grasp the forces and
efforts that had been at work to fulfil the ‘believe attached to the medium’ or the myth created around
it at the time, is a simple but effective perceptive entrance to the performance space that the cinema is
turned into inside.
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OPTIONAL:
THE PRODUCTION OF AN ARTIST BOOK EXHIBITED NEAR THE CINEMA.

Concept for an artist book:
To manifest the (over-)size of the vacant cinema as a megalomaniac and strange giant of our time, we
consider not only photographing every seat for the installation „been seated“ but also the production
of an artist book. Over 900 photographs page by page on paper, placeholders for the lost shareholders
of a future media endeavour. Monotony, tristesse, frozen time (as opposite to the perpetually heralded
flux of progress), a product of a strange conduct.

Outline:
. Artist Book / Photo book
. 5 copies + 2 AP
. Format: DIN A5
. Hardcover, Stitched binding
. 900 or 1800 pages
. Bounded in upholstery fabric of the cinema seats
. Numbered by the seat numbers of the original cinema seats 1 – 5

The artist book would not be a documentation but an autonomous artefact, ‘useless’ in itself but
referring to a human impetus that became digital, patterned, blurred and a paradigm for what we are
left to call ‘nature’, ‘drift’ - in absence of any kind of origin. It is a current state of the morphology, too.
Therefore the book contains only a four pages text written by a media theorist and the Chambers for
Space Inquiries or a mutual interview on the topics involved.

The artist book shall be exhibited as an artefact in another space (e.g. gallery space), not necessarily close
to the cinema space.
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Movement 1

IMM ER S E D

MOVEMENT 2:
COMPOSITION WITH VACANT STREAMS.

Admittance starts 10 – 15 minutes before the
show. No latecomers.

35 – 40 people get a ticket handed out by a ticket
agent (Verena Lercher) at the entrance doors.

Every ticket carries an individual seat number,
allocating every visitor to an individual separated
seat within field 1 of the performance space (see
draft).

Once every visitor has found the marked seat, a
cinema-employee (Verena Lercher) approaching
field 1, distributing small ice creams, crisps or
popcorn bags for everyone .

The light changes to almost darkness and the
concert begins.
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The sound material used is based on three sources:

I.

10 ‘classical’ film scores, researched during the first phase of work.
(One will be the original sound track for the movie 2001 A Space Odyssey written by Alex
North, that after full completion had been abandoned from the movie by Stanley Kubrick
without the knowledge of the composer, using the former ‘placeholders’ like Strauss,
Khachaturian, Ligeti ...)

II.

All kinds of layers of sounds vaguely reminding of audience sounds (crisps, feet, whispering,
coughing, etc.) artificially composed in the computer without using any recorded sounds.

III.

Original cinema sounds recorded or produced in situ (projector, curtain, seats, heating, air 
condition etc).

Using the spatial attributes of the architecture (very dry – little reverberation, but long distances – stage,
side wings, hallways, different fields and levels, altitudes, under the seats, behind the audience etc.) the
composition will also use the referential space conducted by the place. The aim is to include and consume
all the references without being illustrative or pictural. Technically the composition applies a mobile
multichannel loudspeaker setup (issit by IEM Graz), hidden around and between the seats, as well as using
the original cinema sound system, creating an immersive sonic field. The sounds composed, generated
and spatialized will not reveal their sources directly, they will, being autonomous sculptural sound
objects, work on the tipping point, the associative rim of perception within the cinematic field. Therefore
the building sound-composition is not an historical assemblage but a statement on the possibility of
alternative, artistic change of aesthetics within super-mediatized environments.

Change of light.
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MOVEMENT 1

LE CTUR E D

MOVEMENT 3:
LECTURE FOR A VACANT DREAM.

At the centre point of the hall (field 2, see draft) a podium is installed in front of the visitors‘ eyes.
A speaker’s desk is placed upon it by two stagehands.

A speaker (Verena Lercher) is entering the podium, announced by a recorded voice coming from the
loudspeaker-off. The person is addressed as an expert for new media (maybe a fictive company).

In the following 15 - 20 minutes the person on the podium is answering questions about the future of
mediatized environments in every day live. The character is going to be built upon original interview
sequences taken from Youtube, displaying lectures and panel discussions with so called media experts
and media prophets (e.g. Bill Gates, Steve Jobs, Steve Ballmer) within a single fictive interview situation.
The interview questions (Interviewer: Gerriet K. Sharma) will be recorded during the rehearsal process
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in the space with a portable microphone and played back within the cause of the performance. The
answers will be performed live and can vary in length, gesture and attitude every show. The tenor of
the answers is always hyper-positive, heralding a more productive, easier and much more attractive
future at hand, just around the corner and easy to enter. Before the actual start of the interview the
speaker thanks the audience for coming (‘so plenty!’) and asks the ‘back seats’ audience to move
forward, closer to the podium to make it ‘more familiar and easy for everyone…’. The audience shall
move then to field 2 (see draft). Wild Applause from all kinds of loudspeakers (original clapping sounds
from the lectures and interviews quoted before).

Change of light.
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MOVEMENT 1

S CREEN E D

MOVEMENT 4:
FILM FOR A VACANT SCREEN.

There are 16 record players placed in a row onto the stage – in front of the main screen.
They are not in the light before the start of movement 4.

Now: Light on the stage.

The audience is led to the front rows by the off-voice thanking the expert for the interview.
For the next 15 – 20 minutes an experimental black and white short film is projected onto the old
screen, musically accompanied by a performer (Gerriet K. Sharma) playing pre-composed and produced
records with film music, noises, foley sounds and speech with the record players on stage, his shadow
falling on the screen (lower third of the projection).

Together with an experimental filmmaker or a film class, a short film will be produced in Zagreb,
showing a woman (Verena Lercher) in ‘classic’ film scenes, filmed in everyday Zagreb, that became
paradigmatic for our every day lives. Moments that actually where invented within the vocabulary of
cinema changing our everyday perception to become real within its daily re-enactment.
The film scenes shall be discussed with the filmmakers and chosen within the first research period.

The scenes shall be linked to each other so that a story seems to appear at any moment, but never
really manifests. In some scenes one could assume that the woman is negotiating, communicating
with a partner, but she is always shown alone, the invisible partner is left to the imagination or even
identification of the audience.
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The last sequence of the film:

The woman is walking in a coat towards the
old cinema (camera following behind).
She is entering the lobby (lobby without
wallpapers), passing the entrance of the cinema
hall.

Walking towards the stage.

Taking a place in the first row.

We see her sitting in the first row (camera view
from stage)

Cut.

Dissolve.

The next scene shows the empty first row
of seats.
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THE END
The performer stops the record players and leaves the stage.
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GERRIET K. SHARMA
WWW.GKSH.NET

Gerriet K. Sharma is a composer and sound artist living in Cologne and Graz. He studied Media Arts at
the Academy of Media Arts Cologne (KHM) and composition and computer music at the University of
Music and Performing Arts Graz (KUG).

Currently he is part of the Dr. artium programme at the artistic doctoral school Graz researching
´Sculptural Sound Phenomena´ in Computer Music. Within the last ten years he was deeply involved
in spatialization of electroacoustic compositions in Ambisonics and Wave-Field Synthesis and
transformations into 3D-soundsculptures.

From 2009 to 2013 he was curator of signale-graz a concert series for electroacoustic music,
algorithmic composition, radio art and performance at the MUMUTH Graz. Works where presented
at SPARK Festival of Electronic Music and Art 2006 (Minneapolis/USA), New York City Electroacoustic
Music Festival 2009, the DAFx-10 Int. Conference Graz, 2010; Int. Conference for Spatial Audio (ICSA)
Detmold 2011, New Musical Interfaces Conference (NIME) Oslo, 2011; ELIA-Art Schools NEU/NOW
Festival Vilnius 2009 and 11th International Computer Music Conference (ICMC), Ljubljana, 2012.
In 2008 he was invited with his ensemble for a live performance tour by the Goethe Institute Sao
Paolo, developing and playing 15 site-specific performances for 15 Brazilian cities. Over the years he
received numerous awards and grants. He was scholarship holder of the German Academic Exchange
Service (DAAD) in 2007 and 2009. In 2008 he was awarded with the German Sound Art Award. In
2007 and 2010 he was Artist in Residence at Pact Zollverein. Within his residency at the Institute of
Musicology Wuerzburg 2011 - 2013 he conceived and established the Atelier for Sound Research

(Atelier Klangforschung) with Elena Ungeheuer. In spring 2014 he was composer in residence at ZKM
Karlsruhe. Also in 2014 several of his spatial sound compositions where presented at International
Summer Courses for New Music Darmstadt. In the first half of 2015 he developed a site-specific sound
composition for Music Biennale Zagreb and performed at Izlog-Festival Zagreb.

VERENA LERCHER
WWW.VERENALERCHER.COM

Verena Lercher based in Graz was born in Austria and works as a performer and actress.

She studied Performing Arts at the Otto-Falckenberg School in Munich and was also trained in dance
and aikido. After her studies she went to Paris collaborating within various performance projects e.g.
working with Ariane Mnouchkine at Théâtre du Soleil. In 2005 she moved to Berlin working in free
productions at Hebbel am Ufer, e.g. in Freudenhaus directed by Annette Kuß and at Sophiensaele.
2007 she was part of the opera project Freax by Moritz Eggert at the Opera Bonn directed by Christoph
Schlingensief. Since 2008 she was engaged at the Schauspielhaus Graz being part oft he ensemble for
the following six years.

For her interpretation of Hilde Wangel in Baumeister Solness directed by Anna Badora she was
nominated for the Nestroy Price as best young actress 2009. In July 2013 she played the main character
at the German Arthouse Film Wo ich Wohne directed by Christine Nagel. The movie was premiered in
March 2014 at Diagonale Graz. After being shown by arsenal Berlin it was also invited to festivals in
London, Antwerp and by the Goethe Institute Tokyo. In the same year she was speaking one oft he
main characters for the radio drama Nach dem Verschwinden also directed by Christine Nagel for RBB.
The radio drama was awarded by the German Academy of Arts (Akademie der Künste) as hear play
of the month and broadcasted by several radio stations e.g. DLR, BR, Ö1, HR since. Also in 2014 she
met the polish director Krystian Lupa. In his adaption for the stage of Thomas Bernhards Holzfällen
she played the female main character Joana Thul. Since summer 2015 she is working as freelancer
again writing and performing her own projects cooperating with several institutions and performers

e.g. Peter Ender ZHdK and Institute for Art in Public Space (KiöR, Joanneum Graz). In September
2015 she performed solo over a period of two weeks within the installation and performance project
Das Monumentale ist Meine Krankheit by the Berlin based artist duo Dellbrügge and de Moll reciting
speeches and texts by Arno Breker, Adolf Hitler and Joseph Goebbels at the Silveri monument Graz.

NICO BERGMANN
WWW.NICOBERGMANN.DE

Nico Bergmann based in Cologne was born 1978 in Bielefeld/Germany. He works as a designer, art
director and professional DJ in the fields of Techno/House and contemporary electronic since 2006.
Since 2013 Nico Bergmann is the promoter and booking agent of the Electronic Lounge in Bielefeld,
one of the oldest party series for electronic music. He studied design at the Köln International School
of Design (KISD) and completed his degree (Dipl. Des. FH) in graphic design and layout, sound design
and audio-visual media in 2007. During his studies he did a three years internship at Foxkraft (eventand club design) Köln. Furthermore he was tutor at the sound department at the Academy of Media
Arts Cologne (KHM) and also spent a semester abroad at the China Academy of Art and Design in
Hangzhou, China. Since 2007 Nico Bergmann is a freelancer working in the fields of sound design,
design and layout with specialization on typography, editorial design and vector graphics. In 2012 he
started screen printing in his studio at Kunstwerk Köln. Since 2014 Nico Bergmann is board member of
the Kunstwerk Köln e.V., Köln.

CHAMBERS FOR SPACE INQUIRIES
WWW.KAVS.CC

The Chambers for Space Inquiries was founded by Gerriet K. Sharma, Saskia Reither and Nico
Bergmann in 2010 to realize the project {kA}: keine Ahnung von Schwerkraft (Oblivious to Gravity)
within the following five years. In spring 2014 the group was joined by actress-performer Verena
Lercher.

Working in the fields of sound art, performance and spatial theory, today the Chambers for Space
Inquiries is concerned interdisciplinarily with the artistic thematisation of concepts of space. Therefore
the group collaborates with architects, urban planners, composers, performers, theorists, and
institutions dealing with space as an intersection of shared interests and concerns.

CONTACT

Gerriet K. Sharma
Wielandgasse 48/5
8010 Graz

mobile:

00 43 676-477 38 79

mail:

sharma@kavs.cc
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